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ABSTRACT  

Change within organizations is something that happens every day. Lately, more and more 

continuous digital changes are occurring that all need good management. If an organization 

implement too many digital changes without the right management during the 

implementation and following the implementation, it may cause more problems than what is 

gained. The question is, do you manage a digital change as you manage an “ordinary” 

change? 

To find out how managers are leading digital change, a study of how one of the current digital 

changes, the digital workplace, has been completed to see how the implementation was/is 

managed and how the completed change is continuously managed. The findings show that 

some steps in the change process differ from earlier studies and needs to be considered, 

mostly policies of how digital work should be implemented and completed. And the overall 

wellness of the workforce is the most important factor of the continuous management. 

This study will add to the wide area of management, mostly to the digital management and 

especially to them, yet not studied, the area of the digital workplace. It will serve as an 

addition, focused on the digital workplace, to great and accepted management studies such as 

the 8-step model of leading change. The study will also give some valuable tips for the 

continuous management of a digital workplace. 
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PREFACE 

The digitization is a term mentioned by organizations wherever you turn your head today. 

This made me interested in investigating this matter and what digitalization, what is included 

and what is happening today. 

When familiarizing with digitization I found the term “digital workplace” mentioned a lot and 

that made me very interested in learning more about this new type of workplace and how it is 

helping organizations strive. When diving deeper into the term, I started to think about the 

management needed to implement such a great change within a company or organization – 

changing the whole structure of how a workplace is formed and how employees work and 

cooperate. To lead and manage both the implementation and continuous work of a digital 

change is an interesting theme that needs to be studied. 

Reading about studies and research on leading change made me want to make a comparison 

with how organizations lead a digital change – what is similar and in what ways is it different. 

This is what this study will be about, and I hope you have a good reading and maybe it helps 

your organization. 

This study was written for organizations that have chosen to implement a digital change, 

preferably the digital workplace as it was studied. The study is written in a way, I think, all 

studies should. A short and concrete report where information and results are presented in a 

clear and easy to understand way. No exaggeration of information only to increase the page 

and word count, but rather to be short and simple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hope you enjoy! 

Erik Selmanovic 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Vad är digitalisering? Hur implementerar och hanterar organisationer en digital förändring? 

Dessa är endast ett fåtal av alla frågor som dyker upp idag och då är det endast ett fåtal 

termer som nämnts. 

Idag är det många organisationer som har, håller på eller tänker implementera någon form 

av en digital förändring. Frågan som dyker upp är hur kan man hantera en sådan digital 

förändring, som i många fall förändrar en arbetsplats helt. Hanterar man en omvälvande 

digital förändring på samma sätt som tidigare förändringar? Nej. 

I denna fallstudie studeras ett antal olika organisationer som har, eller håller på att, 

implementera en större digital förändring, en digital arbetsplats. Deras åsikter och 

erfarenheter av processen jämförs med tidigare studier om ämnet att hantera förändring och 

har som mål att dokumentera och visa hur en implementering kan ske. Utöver det studeras 

även hur en förändring ska hanteras framöver för att slå igenom som tänkt. 

Studien visar att både implementering och hanteringen av en digital arbetsplats sker på ett 

delvis unikt sätt och här presenteras diverse metoder och tips för hur andra organisationer 

hanterat denna implementering. Vissa organisationer visar sig ha konservativa, enkla 

metoder men de förlorar mycket jämfört med moderna och anpassningsbara organisationer. 

Det förekommer även ett exempel där en väldigt modig metod av implementering testas med 

varierande resultat.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

A research by Mercer, 2017 Global Talent Trends, shows that only 7% of executives 

worldwide think that their organization is digital. This means that there is still a far way to go 

and digital change is on the top of the agenda for CEOs. (Bonic, 2017) 

Technology has a big impact on the society and it is now an important part of everyone’s daily 

life. But the technology is also developing at a rate that is very hard to understand, and yet 

follow, since new products and systems are invented each and every day. For instance, new 

hardware and software are released regularly, which makes it hard for organizations to keep 

up with the development and leading the implementation of change. This phenomenon is 

known as digitization or digitalization. (Collin et al., 2015) 

The workplace, as we know it, is facing a change within the digitization. A workplace must no 

longer be defined by a location or even a specified location in an office. Worldwide, more and 

more organizations are introducing a digital workplace that gives the possibility of working at 

any location – but how should organizations introduce and mange a digital workplace, where 

the employees work at different locations? (HPE, u.y) 

With the digital workplace becoming more and more common, new definitions of office 

spaces are created, one example is activity-based workplaces (ABW).  needs a new way of 

managing (Appel‐Meulenbroek, Groenen, & Janssen, 2011). A manager must be able to 

manage the new technologies at the same time as their own work should be completed. 

This study will strive to explain what a digital workplace is, how and why organizations 

have/are implementing the digital workplace and the management of said. This study is not 

partial for or against a digital workplace. 

1.1 Background 

Ever since the first workplace was created, there has been improvements to it, mostly small 

changes but some have been of greater impact. Automatization is one big change (also called 

industrialization) that has occurred several times trough different inventions, where 

electricity, computers and robotics. When an invention hits the market and organizations 

starts to implement it, a need for competent implementation management is needed. Studies 
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show that earlier implementations of inventions have resulted in none to small gains due to 

bad management of change (David, 1990). The implementation of these inventions took a 

while before showing any results such as productivity. 

Looking back a few years, a rapid, exponential, increase in digital inventions has been 

ongoing. The inventions of the digital computer, the Internet, known as the World Wide Web, 

and most lately, the digitization of phones towards Smartphones. Today, we live in the time 

of digitization, also known as digitization (BarNir, et al., 2003), and, as said, a lot of new 

technologies are reaching the markets. 

The digitization started as a part of the third industrial revolution and is now a part of the 

fourth industrial revolution, that is mostly a development of the third industrial revolution. 

The main aspect of the current, 4th, industrial revolution would be the merge of digital 

content with the physical and biological. The possibility that every person can bring a device, 

such as a cellphone, with them always, gives access to great knowledge, processing power, 

artificial intelligence and so on. This possibility is the main driver of the 4th industrial 

revolution (Schwab, 2017). The 4th Industrial Revolution is ongoing and is predicted for the 

foreseeable future. This gives all actors, as organizations, the invaluable opportunity to adjust 

its business early on which may give a head start and a competitive advantage (McAfee, 

2017). While knowing the digitization is ongoing, rapid development of technologies put a 

high pressure on organizations as an implementation is needed. For each change to be 

successful, the implementation must be managed in the right way (Fitzgerald, Kruschwitz, 

Bonnet, & Welch, 2013). Organizations stand with the problem of choosing what and how to 

implement the technologies in the best and most efficient way. Leading such a digital 

transition, or even a transformation, is a difficult task for a manager. 

As the productivity grows, prices drop and therefore a productive and competitive business 

survives. To survive and to continue growing, organizations need to implement a digital 

workplace and mindset. Clients are digitizing which means that any organization that wants 

to keep up needs to strive for a change in thinking and working and move to a digital solution 

(Bonic, 2017). The digital workplace is as it sounds, a workplace located wherever a 

connection to the Internet exists – a virtual workplace/office with all its tools and 

communication possibilities of the organization through a desktop or a smart mobile device. 

The usage is safe and the users are securely connected on all applications that are needed to 

manage and complete their work (HPE, u.y). 
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1.1.1 Problem description 

While the digitization and fourth industrialization “takes over” one organization after the 

other, some gaps in the management of these organizations are created. We live in the era of 

digital change, and every change needs to be handled with the proper management. As stated 

in the introduction, only a small percentage of CEO’s think that their organization is digital. 

Some organizations have chosen to implement a digital change into their offices – the digital 

workplace. It is still a new way of organizing an office and its workers and there not many 

studies showing how to manage an implementation of a change this big. There are several 

studies and publications about how to manage change, but the phenomenon of digital change 

is still so new and needs further research. 

The unanswered problem is how are managers managing all these digital changes? As this 

study is centered around the digital workplace – how are managers leading the change 

towards a digital workplace? It is not easy to implement a change and it is important having a 

strategy of doing so (Rogers, 2016). 

1.2 Purpose and goal 

The purpose of this study is to find out how organizations are implementing and managing a 

digital change – in this case the digital workplace. 

The goal of this study is to present how organizations are implementing and managing a 

digital change, namely “The Digital Workplace” and to help in the decision-making process 

of implementation. 

1.3 Research questions 

The project will be centered around a couple of research questions that are presented and 

described below. 

• How to manage the implementation of a digital workplace into an existing organization.  

o How does the implementation of a digital workplace differ from methods on “leading 

change”? 

o How does different types of organizations manage the implementation process? 

• How could organizations continuously manage the digital workplace? 

o What are the main pro’s and con’s with implementing a digital workplace? 

o How does different types of organizations handle the continuous management? 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This thesis strives to explain (1) the implementation process of a digital workplace, from a 

managing perspective, and (2) how to continuously manage an existing digital workplace 

with a focus on presenting pro’s and con’s that are a result of the implementation of a digital 

workplace. To answer these questions a literature review is needed to explain the affected 

phenomena’s and to serve as an introduction for the reader. The main areas are digitization 

and leading change and will be worked through in this order. To create an impartial picture 

of the whole study, this review will include both positive and negative views and factors to an 

implementation of a great change and to the digitalization. 

2.1 Digitization 

The world with all its organizations are in a rapid, technological progress that is still 

accelerating. As read in the previous chapters, new inventions and further development 

within the phenomena has led to great changes and improvements within all organizations. 

Earlier “big changes”, the introduction of steam, electrification of machines and engines, 

changed the world and workplaces and now is the time for a “network-based” digitization. 

These inventions that change our organizations production and effectiveness, a so called 

economic waves, are numbered by Kondratiev waves, and the phenomenon of digitization 

would be the 5th economic wave (Vogelsang, 2010). Bonic (2017) mentions that “it is a matter 

of survival” to digitize. The reasons are many and will be described in depth in the 

subchapters. 

The digitization has been an ongoing phenomenon the latest decade and is still ongoing 

within all markets and types of organizations. 

2.1.1 Digitalization or digitization 

It is important to understand the difference between the two similar terms, digitization and 

digitalization, before continuing reading this report. According to the Gartner IT Glossary 

(n.d.): 
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Digitalization: “the use of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new 

revenue and value-producing opportunities; it is a process of moving to a digital business.” 

Digitization: “... is the process of changing from analog to digital form.” 

By understanding this, both terms are relevant, but this study will use the term 

digitization, both as it fits the theme and for preventing confusion while reading. 

2.1.2 Digitization and digital transformation today 

It all started with the first releases of digital equipment, namely the digital computer and the 

World Wide Web. It changed how we did everything, from work to living our lives (Press, 

2015). N. Negroponte wrote “Like air and drinking water, being digital will be noticed only by 

its absence, not its presence.” in Wired (Issue 6.12, 1998), which gives for the importance of 

making digital changes within your organization. Today, digitization consists of a variety of 

services and procedures becoming digital and is, today, said to be a global, great, trend that is 

changing the way digital value is perceived (Collin et al., 2015). Terms that trend within 

digitization, beside the earlier mentioned Industrial Revolution 4.0, are Internet of Things 

(IOT), Big-Data, Artificial Intelligence (AI), etc. The phenomenon is big and is current (Collin 

et al., 2015). 

It is important to understand what digitization is and not to mistake with other progressions. 

According to Chew(2013), digitization is commonly understood as an explanation for 

technological change but is commonly mistaken for other technological improvements as 

automatization and industrialization. 

As organizations have, some earlier some later, adopted to changes in the workplace, 

organizations will now have to adopt to digitization. Almost no organization will survive 

without changing and adopting due to the new workplace situation and the new, evolved 

competition that occurs with digitization.(Fitzgerald et al., 2013) New markets are arising 

while businesses profiting from only one, now outdated, product are losing their market 

share. For these, it is time to rethink their strategy and use the digital transformation to 

reinvent and update their product. (Manyika et al., 2015) 

A study of the level of digitization by market in the USA shows that some sectors are highly 

digitized while some, as agriculture, government, and manufacturing are way behind and 

would benefit of digitization. These, “undigitized”, sectors would be at the forefront of the 

next wave of digitization as there is room for digital growth. The study also shows that some 

sectors, mostly small businesses within manufacturing, have no actual need of further 

digitization (Manyika et al., 2015). The level of digitization is increased every day. If you are 
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“highly digitalized” today, you may not be it tomorrow. The level of digitization is different 

between sectors, gaps exist, which means that there is room for digital changes, and will 

continue to be (Manyika et al., 2015) 

In short words, digitization and digital transformation are changing the very foundation of 

organizations (Rogers, 2016) 

2.1.3 Digitization and employees 

Studies show that digitization is affecting the employees by making them feel less connected 

to the other employees and the work done by other employees in the organization. These two 

types of “connectedness” are called organizational and personal. The effect both types of 

connectedness has on the employees is described with the grid presented below. Lack of 

either personal or organizational connectedness results in either loss of productivity or social 

engagement which both may lead to consequences. (Carter, 2017) 

 

 

Carter (2017) describes why these problems are occurring and how to reduce these problems. 

The main win by having emotional connected employees is the individual productivity. The 

study shows that 94% will work harder and thereby increase their productivity if they are 

satisfied and happy with their workplace. 

Insecurity 

Implementing different digital changes in an organization yield in economic savings, but 

what about the human labor? Studies show that employees feel insecure about their 

employment when digital changes improve the productivity of their work (Johnson & 

Bharadwaj, 2005). 

Social Loafing Emotional connectedness 

Disengagement Frustration 

Organizational Connectedness 
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a
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Figure 1 - The Emotional Connectedness Grid (Carter, 2017) 
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Social Loafing 

“Social Loafing” is a problem that is occurring when employees are not feeling connected to 

the organizations as whole. When working in groups, employees tend to work less hard and 

spend more time on unproductive things. Employees want to feel that their work is valued 

and noticed by the organization and other employees i.e. organizational connectedness. This 

is something the managers need to have in mind. (Carter, 2017) 

2.2  Leading change 

Professor J. Kotter at Harvard Business School has studied business and organization leaders 

in a transformational stage and what executions were successful. The studied executions of 

change and transformation have been summarized into a 8 step method (Kotter, 1996, 2014): 

 

Figure 2 - 8-step process (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

These steps strive to describe how to manage a transformational change within an 

organization. According to Kotter, most leaders experience that it is “very, very tough” to 

create a major change within a business. This model should serve as a guideline to a 

simplified process of the intended changes and has won several prizes (Aiken & Keller, 2009) 
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and is seen as the best work on implementation of strategies according to William C. Finnie , 

Editor-and-Chief of Strategy & Leadership which makes the model by Kotter very credible. 

A description of each step follows, in the theoretical framework, for a deeper understanding 

and will be used to compare how the digital workplace is implemented and managed (Kotter, 

1996, 2014): 

Create 

Why is the change so urgent? Help the employees and managers see the importance of 

implementing the change, sooner than later. 

A problem many organizations face is having a high sense of complacency and thereby 

transformations are hard to implement. No transformation may take place if the organization 

does not open itself for change. If there is no sense of urgency, it will be difficult to establish a 

project group that will lead the change. On the other hand, if there is a group leading the 

change and later implementing the change, it could be ignored and overlooked by the 

employees not seeing what they gain with the change. The sense of urgency needs to be 

mostly unanimous for the change to be implemented and accepted. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

To change the employee’s minds, and increase the sense of urgency, there needs to be a 

change within the organization culture, how it accepts changes. This may be a bold and risky 

action, but that is associated with good leadership. In cases of conservative and cautious 

management, change will not happen and according to Kotter (1996), the board has the 

responsibility of finding new leaders for the company to remain competitive. (Kotter, 1996, 

2014) 

Build 

Create a project group, guiding coalition, that will manage (guide, coordinate, communicate) 

the process of implementing the change. 

A great change within an organization cannot be lead and managed by only one soul. It is 

impossible to manage all stages of the change, lead and inspire all employees by yourself. It is 

even harder for a weak project group. With this said, a strong guiding coalition is needed for 

a change to succeed. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

There are four key factors for a successful guiding coalition: 

• Power - Containing members from all different managing levels in the organization to ensure 

seriousness 

• Expertise – Are there contributors with enough experience and driving power? 
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• Credibility – Does the contributors have good reputation, for them to be taken seriously? 

• Leadership – Is there enough proven leaders within the group, so that the change will be 

executed? 

 

The key, within the committee, is trust and goal seeking. If a committee shares these factors, 

change is very likely to happen, and in a good way. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

Form (a vision) 

Establish a knowledge of how a change will make the vision true trough initiatives. 

A good leader will formulate, logical, strategies that shows how the vision can be achieved. 

Effective visions have a few characteristics that will make it strike; it is imaginable, desirable, 

feasible (realistic), focused and clear, flexible and communicable. For the coalition to create a 

good and feasible vision, it should be accepted by top management, eventual consultants and 

the employees within the organization – this is great as the vision may evolve by using the 

input gained by talking to the above-mentioned groups. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

Enlist 

Allow employees to volunteer to help driving the change to go through. This is needed for a 

large-scale change to happen. 

When the change vision is finalized, it’s time to communicate and “market” the change vision 

within the organization. The goal is to create a sense of urgency with employees, create 

discussion and involvement that will result in employees volunteering spreading the 

message. Simple and direct communication is key here. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

For a change to be implemented successfully management need to understand the 

importance of having the employees on their side (Herold, Fedor, & Caldwell, 2007).  

“A positive behavioral intention towards the implementation of modifications in an 

organization’s structure, or work and administrative processes, resulting in efforts from the 

organization member’s side to support or enhance the change process.” (Metselaar, 1997) 

Enable 

Make change happen faster by removing unnecessary boundaries and borders. Hierarchies 

and bureaucratic management will stop any rapid, and important changes. 

Employees need to know that there is a possibility for them to make something change. 

Encourage change by providing training, communication and removing supervisors that 

undermine ideas and improvement proposals. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 
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Generate  

Strive for milestones during the business transformation. Each milestone is a win that 

energize the volunteers to continue to the next milestone and finally to the finished 

transformational change. 

To sustain a change process, proof of the change being beneficial is needed during the 

process of implementation. Each step will empower employees and managers to keep striving 

to reach the final vision. It is important to, in one way or another, celebrate each short-term 

win. The following illustration shows how short-term wins may empower the changing 

process and all involved to continue and reach further. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

 

Figure 3 - Illustration of how short-term wins and the celebration affects the transformation process. 

Case 1 – No short-term wins; Case 2 – Shor-term win once; Case 3 – Short-term wins multiple times. 

(Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

Sustain 

After the first succeeded change, strive for an accelerated pace in change to reach the final 

vision.  

When changes are credited true both short-term and full-term wins, the organization should 

keep on implementing changes, bigger changes. Wins are making people believe that visions 

may be reached and more and more employees join the “volunteer army” of change. A culture 

of continuous change to strive for. Where all employees are open for new improvements and 

changes. Once this has been accomplished, changes will have a faster and greater impact in 
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the future. Some of the above steps will be a lot faster to overcome, or erased when the new 

change culture has been implemented to its full potential. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

Institute 

Make sure that the new behavior and business success, introduced through the change, stays. 

A change has never reached final success until it has become a day-to-day activity. To reach 

this stage, beside changing the change culture and acceptance of change within the 

organization, multiple follow ups and promotion of results are needed to strengthen the 

urgency. Strive to implement a positive view on change. 

2.3 Digital change 

It is difficult to lead an organization trough a digital change where everything you used to 

know changes. Westerman et. al. found that 94% of organizations are “outside of the tech 

space” and that organizations trying to implement a digital change are not knowing what they 

are doing. Organizations will in most cases not digitize to 100% and only a few will become so 

called “digital masters”. A “digital master” is an organization who is a competitive digital 

leader and are the few that are “inside the tech space”. This is a difficult task. (Westerman, 

Bonnet, & McAfee, 2014) 

Digital change will be further discussed in the “theoretical framework chapter”. 

2.4 Transformational leadership 

For the implementation process to succeed there is a need for a reform of the management. 

Several studies show that when organizations change and their management reforms the 

change implementation processes simplifies (Ackroyd, Kirkpatrick, & Walker, n.d.). For a 

change to succeed, leadership is the key factor (Herold, Fedor, Caldwell, & Steven, 2008). For 

a change to succeed, not only management is needed but also leadership. Leadership is the 

part of the change where the employees are most important. A leader motivates and inspires 

employees to accept and help implementing the change while management is the process of 

planning and directing the implementation process (Gill, 2002). Leadership that motivates 

the change vision with employees may be seen as the “guiding coalition” presented by Kotter 

(1996). 

Bass (1985, 1999) introduced transformational leadership as a theory on organizational 

change. The foundations of the theory are creating a vision and encouraging employees, both 
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as groups and individually and the transformational leadership is seen as one of the best 

ways of leading and managing change (Herold et al., 2008). 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN - METHODOLOGY 

The study strives to answer (1) how to manage the implementation of a digital change (2) 

how could organizations continuously manage the digital workplace with a focus on pro’s and 

con’s with the solution. 

To complete the purpose of this study a methodology has been followed. The methodology 

used for this study is described in this chapter divided into a few steps describing each part 

and a summary describing the methodology for each research question. 

3.1 Choice of study strategy 

The strategy used to complete this study was a case study focused on the collection of 

qualitative data by conducting interviews and some observations on a few different actors 

within the field. 

A case study is chosen where one or a few cases are studied (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2014). It is a 

method that studies a few cases up-close and in-depth that may be associated with a 

qualitative collection of data (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 2010).  When studying a new field 

that has little, if any, data a case study may add with new dimensions and with answers to 

difficult questions (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2014). In this study, three cases are studied – an 

office of a multinational manufacturing organization, an international university and an 

office of an international consulting organization. Empirical material about the cases was 

collected through a qualitative collection of data. A qualitative method is chosen as it suits a 

case study when only a few cases are studied and as there is a lack of experience in the field of 

digital workplaces in Sweden. A quantitative study would be impossible in the timeframe and 

location. Hereby the collection of literature and interviewing process are focused on 

qualitative questions and some observations which are the reason to why the study uses an 

abductive strategy (described below). An abductive strategy is favorable as there are 

theoretical gaps to fill with conclusions. This study also has the goal to serve as a qualitative 

choice of literature for future works, so it is thereby a good choice to make a qualitative study. 

If the study had been a quantitative study, there would have been more examples and 

observations to compare with, but it would not have resulted in the same in-depth analysis as 

the qualitative analysis that was done. 
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When studying a new field that is still unknown for many, some abduction is needed to 

finalize the gap between theory and empirics. In this study, not all conclusions may be, 

directly or indirectly, backed by a theoretical background. This calls for the strategy of 

abductive reasoning. 

Qualitative study: 

A qualitative study is a study that relies on a few, rich, data sources, such as literature, 

interviews and observations. The interviews and observations are done in a semi structured 

matter, by which rich data is collected. A semi structured collection of data is an open way of 

data collection, where only a few, open, questions are asked to lead the discussion. The 

collected empirics are soft and rich, based on words and feelings rather than statistical data 

and distance.(Blomkvist & Hallin, 2014) 

The way of working with gaps between theoretical data and qualitative data collected via 

interviews and observations is called abductive reasoning. This means that the writer/writers 

make logical conclusions out of the collected knowledge and thereby build bridges between 

the gaps. (Walton, 2001) The writer/s sits on great knowledge of the theoretical material and 

may thereby understand and collect higher quality empirical material. (Blomkvist & Hallin, 

2014) 

3.2 Collection and assessment of qualitative data 

This study uses both data collected through literature and other data collected on the world-

wide web and by interviews and observations. All data that is collected and used to finalize 

this report is of the qualitative and has been thoroughly reviewed both by the author and in 

many cases by well-known organizations such as Harvard Business Review. 

The information and literature that will be collected will be of different varieties: 

• Earlier studies and papers 

• Information supplied by providers – that means both commercial and studied information 

that could be partly biased but will be assessed thoroughly 

• Reliable sources of videos and information as online papers 

3.2.1 Interviews and observations 

The interviews and observations is second part of the collection of information. It has a big 

impact on the printed empirical information, part one, as the information collected here is 
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current and specifically collected on the theme of managing a digital workplace. A 

comparison between facts and reality is of key importance. 

It is always important to interview and observe the right sources, that will supply the study 

with hard arguments and observations which will make a huge impact on the study itself 

(Blomkvist & Hallin, 2014). For this study, a few different sources were chosen that are active 

in different parts of the chain in implementing the digital workplace. There was also a variety 

of organizations interviewed, to see how it differs between large, hierarchical organizations, 

young and flexible organizations and a governmental organization. The roles of the 

interviewees are everything from a top manager in one of Sweden’s greatest firms, an expert 

within the digital workplace and the implementation of the said, a few project leaders in 

different stages of implementation of the digital workplace in their organizations and finally a 

few consultants working with helping organizations plan for a great, digital, change and later 

managing the change by observing behavior and if the change has been implemented 

correctly. 

The combo of chosen persons for the interviews covers the whole process and they all 

participated with high quality answers that compliment this study. 

During, or in conjunction with, some interviews, the interviewed persons were observed on 

how they work with and manage with a digital workplace. This was done only in a shallow 

fashion due to secrecy but complimented the study in a sufficiently matter. The observations 

led to a higher understand of how a change, like the digital workplace, affected the whole 

workplace, and what challenges and possibilities were accomplished during the transition 

period and after. 

Each interview candidate was found either on LinkedIn, by contact with the well-known 

firms, through their websites, or through personal contact. When the interview took place, it 

was on premise at each company in rooms were both a discussion and observation could take 

place. Many of the contacted instances did not even bother to respond to the emails. It was a 

approximately 50% response frequency of with 50% were chosen for a interview. 

Interviewees 

The interviewees were chosen for their expertise and involvement in the digitization and the 

digital workplace at their organizations. The selection may seem random but each person was 

chosen with the goal to collect varied empirical material from different aspects. As mentioned 

above, the interviewees come from different types of organizations and have different 

positions in the firms. Each is described below: 
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Manager A – Business Improvement Manager - VOLVO CE – 

20180301/20180924 

Works as a manager at Volvo CE with the main responsibility of improving the business. One 

of the improvements was the implementation of a digital workplace. This manager has the 

knowledge of how the implementation process was completed and how the employees 

received the digital change. 

Manager B – Project Manager implementation of systems – Mälardalens 

University – 20180305 

Works as a project manager for the digitization process at Mälardalen University, Västerås. Is 

currently responsible for the implementation and development of the digital workplace so 

this manager has great knowledge in both implementation and managing the digital 

workplace. 

Manager C – Digital Workplace Expert – Acando – 20180309 

This manager is a Digital Workplace expert that is helping organizations with the 

implementation and management of the digital workplace. Has a great knowledge of what the 

digital workplace is, how it is used and what pros and cons there are. 

Manager D – Senior Consultant, Digital Workplace and Collaboration – Acando 

– 20180309 

This manager is a Digital Workplace specialist that is helping organizations with the 

implementation and management of the digital workplace. The manager is also responsible 

for the continuous management of the communications in the digital workplace. 

Manager E – Head of Concepts and Quality – Level 21 – 20180315 

This manager is responsible for helping and teaching organizations how to use a digital 

workplace and how to manage the employee wellness in a digital workplace. 

Manager F – Digital Workplace implementation manager – Adecco – 20180406 

This manager is part of a project team currently implementing a digital workplace. The 

manager has a great knowledge of the implementing process and decisions. 

Manager G – CEO – Anonymous organization in the field of knowledge sharing 

– 20180530 
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This manager is part of an organization specialized in sharing knowledge of the latest trends 

with a passion for the Digital workplace and leadership. Completed this thesis with 

information on how to succeed with the continuous management of the digital workplace. 

Interviewing methodology: 

The qualitative interviews were completed in a so called semi-structured way. This means 

that only a few interviews were completed, but each interview was with a high value 

participant which makes the interview qualitative. A semi-structured interview is based on a 

few, open, questions followed by discussion that would finally cover the intended topics. The 

full interview is finished like an ordinary conversation with a few leading topics. (Blomkvist & 

Hallin, 2014) 

Each interview was done at the workplace of the interviewee with the main reason of 

experiencing and seeing how work is done at this digital workplace. 

Observation: 

The usual way to perform an observation is to, during a longer period of time, systematically 

observe and document a process that is of interest. This methodology is mainly used when a 

research is needed, where no actual data may be found but needs to be collected. (Blomkvist 

& Hallin, 2014) 

In this study, an observation is only done at the time of interview to increase the 

understanding of how work at the digital workplace is conducted and to increase the 

understanding of answers collected in the interviews. The interviewees presented and showed 

their workplace and how they use a digital workplace and this was used as a guideline when 

writing the result part of this study. 

3.3 Research strategy/design 

This study was done by the method described by Blomkvist & Hallin (Blomkvist & Hallin, 

2014) in the book “Method for Engineering students”. It started off with a primary 

introduction and literature study that was followed by a collection of empirical material, in 

this case, interviews, and some observations. When the first interview was done, it was 

obvious that the reality was different from the vague literature that existed and the literature 

study had to be altered to fit the final product. When the rest of the interviews were 

completed and compared to the literature study, some adjustments needed to be done and 

some other aspects to the literature study was done to fit the answers and reality of the 
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implementation process and continuous management process. In this case literature about 

management of a change and psychical factors of a workplace that is digitizing. 

The method continued with the analyze of the collected empirics with the theoretical 

framework and then also the similarities and differences between the different cases and 

actors that were interviewed. When the analyze was completed, and a conclusion was started, 

another review of the work was needed to complete the overall report. 

3.4 Methodology discussion 

This chapter will discuss how the approached methodology helped completing this study and 

to present the quality of the method. Four steps are mentioned (Guba, 1981) to help 

determinate to the total quality of the method and study: credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability. Each step is straightforward and is important to present 

what pros and cons are there. Each step is, below, compared with this study. 

3.4.1 Credibility 

This study was formed around the methods of Blomkvist & Hallin (2014) that help the study 

to be done in a correct and credible fashion. A number of iterations were done after collecting 

empirical material that changed the viewpoint on the study. Each interviewee was chosen at 

random from a perspective to give trustworthy data to this study. As the study is adapted to 

the found results and is iterated it is believed to be highly credible. 

3.4.2 Transferability 

Is the method usable on other studies in the future? This study was done on an unstudied 

field, the digital workplace, that is part of a wider phenomenon that has been studied. 

Collection of data was hard to come by as it is unknown what actors are where in the 

development and many actors were not ready to talk about their internal processes. The 

method was to interview a few different users and some providers/implementers. This may 

be done again but may be hard to transfer to a 100%. Some steps are seen to be transferable 

due to the simplicity of the method. 

3.4.3 Dependability 

Is it possible to redo the collection of data done in this study? To recreate the interviews, the 

cases, and from that conclude a similar result to the result of this study. Is this study 
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dependable of the author and the time and place the study took place? Yes, some parts of this 

study may have been occasional and the luck and knowledge of what actors to interview may 

have lead this study in a way it may be difficult to reproduce fully. If a large scale study was 

done, the aspects of this study would have been included, but a small scale study as this one, 

there is a high risk of some difference in data and thereby in the result. 

3.4.4 Confirmability 

Is the collected data confirmable and true? This is an important question that may affect the 

overall outcome of a study. This study conducted a few interviews on different actors of the 

market to spread the risk of collecting “bad” data. The chosen interviewees were studied to 

ensure their knowledge and their place in answering questions within this study. Beside that 

each data source is compared to the others to see if there are any doubts about the data being 

collected. The data is believed to be confirmable and true. 
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4 LEADING CHANGE (THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK) 

This chapter has the goal to present the theoretical information from earlier studies that will 

be used to sort and explain the empirical findings and thereafter used in the analysis. Based 

on the literature review, the theoretical framework is divided into three phases of leading 

change, each describing a part of the process of implementing and managing a change. The 

three parts are built on the 8-step process by Kotter (and the digital development of Kotter’s 

model by Westerman et. al.), but defined into three greater parts that are also described in 

the theoretical review. Planning is steps 1-3, Implementation is 4-6, and Management would 

be steps 6-8 by. The classification is also supported by the digital aspect of leading change by 

Westerman et. al. (2014). 

 

Figure 4: The process of change (described with 4.1-4.3) 

To reach the higher states of digitization there are a few important and recorded factors to 

follow: management and implementation of a digital change. (Rogers, 2016; Westerman et 

al., 2014) 

The steps described and developed by Kotter may be summarized as a few main strategies 

that implies on a digital transformation (Westerman et al., 2014): 

• Create a transformational vision - Planning 

Change

Decision

ImplementationManagement
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• Engage employees in the process of change – Planning/Implementation 

• Digital control –the usage of the implementation of digital tools that will direct the company 

towards its vision - Implementation/Management 

• Building a leadership that will manage technological change - Management 

4.1 Planning 

Planning is always the first stage of implementing any change. It is described as step 1-3 by 

Kotter (1996, 2014) and by Westerman et. al. as presented above.  

The first thing mentioned by market leading providers, such as Microsoft, is to embrace the 

evolution. Some proven points on what an organization main gain by introducing and 

embracing the digital workplace are presented in a report by Deloitte, 2014: 

• Attracting talent – 64% of employees would prefer working out of with a lower pay.   

• Productivity – Having strong online social networks are 7% more productive 

• Satisfaction – having digital, social tools shows a median increase of satisfaction by 20% 

• Retention of employees – digital workplaces increase the employee engagement which in its 

case increase the employee retention up to 87% 

• Office workers prefer modern communication tools much like the communication tools used 

privately (instant messaging) 

 

Deloitte has developed a simple framework to help organizations figure out what they will 

gain with, or what they can do with their existing digital workplace. It is a simple 4-layer 

hierarchy framework containing different, important, business areas. 
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Figure 5 - Digital Workplace Framework (Deloitte, 2014) 

• Use – The digital workplace is a technology mainly for the employees. Their work is done by 

collaborating, communicating and connecting with other employees, providers or customers 

• Technology – A business-specific toolbox. The right tools for the employees increase 

productivity. 

• Control – The digital workplace gives the managers an overview over the information and 

work done within the workplace. Nothing is locked within a certain computer. 

• Drivers (why a digital workplace) – The benefits are many and the value gained is easily 

measured. 

 

This framework is just a simple presentation of the digital workplace and what is possible 

with the tools it brings. This model may be used when planning and implementing and later 

during the continuous management to see what can be done and improved. (Deloitte, 2014) 
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4.2 Implementation process 

The implementation phase is the largest and requires several elements to be completed. This 

part is described by Kotter (1996; 2014) as step 4 through 6. This process is also described by 

Westerman et. al. (2014) as the engagement of employees and digital governance. 

Furthermore, the process of implementing a change, digital or not, will follow the same 

methods as any implementations of change. The only thing differing is whether the 

organization has a “change culture” or not. (Kotter, 1996, 2014) 

4.3 Management 

When an implementation is completed it requires proper management to sustain the change. 

This part is described by Kotter (1996; 2014) as step 6 through 8 and Westerman et. al. 

(2014) with implementing a digital governance and creating a leadership that knows how to 

use the development of technology to lead the organization. The already described strategies 

by Kotter and Westerman will be complemented with management of technology and 

employees in this chapter. 

4.3.1 Technology 

Having the right technology is of outmost importance. The right is not always to be 

associated with the best and latest. The right is a technology that is developed and optimized 

for the type of workplace and business the organization has. Today, it has become important 

for organizations to follow the developing technological trends. (Bounfour, 2016) 

4.3.2 Employees 

Implementing a digital change is not as easy as buying and implementing the technology to 

suit the workplace but the most important factor are the employees and their satisfaction. As 

mentioned in the literature review, employees need to feel connected to both the organization 

and the other employees. Having satisfied employees results in a so called emotional 

connectedness, where employees tend to increase their productivity by a lot. (Carter, 2017) 

To encourage employees and make them feel emotionally connected, managers must change 

their view on the workplaces as they become more and more digitized. Employees value that 

their work and opinions are valued and an old-fashioned hierarchical management is 

discouraged. Carter (2017) presents a few important points for managing a digitized 

workplace: 
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• Do not forget personal face-to face communication. If employees feel that the management is 

distancing themselves by substituting face-to-face communication with digital 

communication, emails, texts, tweets, may lead to a noticeable loss of productivity (Danziger & 

Andersen, 2002) 

• Employees want personal connectedness. This is reached by showing respect for the employee 

and making them feel valuable. Appreciation for the work done by the employee is often more 

important than compensation. 

• Modernize the meeting strategy. A modern workplace needs a modern way of working. 

Employees value when their input is taken into consideration and they feel involved in the 

development of their workplace. 

• Be clear with showing what each employee means for the organization. Employees want to feel 

both valuable and secure at their workplace. Insecurity is increasing as the digitization and 

digital changes are implemented, remove this insecurity by talking with the employees 

(Johnson & Bharadwaj, 2005) 

 

According to Westerman et. al. (2014), a workplace needs to modernize its thinking when 

digitizing. The hierarchy should not be as striking as it has, but organizations should rather 

empower managers to allow employees, especially the younger generations, to help and share 

their opinions and ideas, called “reverse mentoring programs” (Westerman et al., 2014). 

Westerman also implies that the norms and barriers at the workplaces today, where 

employees must attend the workplace and report several hours are not optimal in the 

digitized workplace. Allowing freedom will energize employees and increase work-

satisfaction (Khan, 2016). 
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5 DIGITAL WORKPLACE (THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK) 

It is difficult to make a final definition or description of what the digital workplace is or 

should be as each organization and user has its own interpretation. This chapter is dedicated 

to clarifying how this study is approaching and using the term. 

To present the best possible definition, this chapter will be divided into three parts; (1) the 

theoretical concepts of a digital workplace and (2) the empirical information obtained from 

the interviews. In chapter 6 a definition of how this study sees the “Digital Workplace” will be 

presented that may be compared with how it is defined within this chapter that is based on 

earlier statements and studies. 

5.1 Digital workplace 

One of the very first concepts of what a digital workplace is and should be was a continuation 

of the earlier paperless office concept by the company Xerox as early as 1970 (White, 2012). 

The concept included some basic requirements such as: 

• Creation of private notes that could be organized 

• Create access lists 

• Read the changes and notes made since a certain date 

• etc. 

The system concept “eRoom” was the first to offer a list of requirements that would be like 

what a digital workplace is today: 

• Comprehensive – ease of use 

• Contagious – must have benefits or all users (workers and organizations in whole) 

• Cross-enterprise – The digital workplace must be accessible by all parties within the 

organization. No geographical borders or firewalls blocking the access. 

• Complete – all tools, means of communication and management of the organization should 

be accessible. 

With a few further suggestions by M. White (2012): 

• Adaptive 

• Compliant – with laws and regulations 

• Imaginative – a way to attracts employees and development 
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• Predictive – anticipation of requirements and needs of the organization 

• Location-independent – everything should be the same wherever the worker choses to work 

 

This may be the basics of what is expected of a workplace and a digital workplace. Further 

reading implies a few other factors: 

• Learning – the possibility of taking courses online within the organization without having to 

attend the course in class on a specified location (Noonan, Richter, Durham, & Priece, 2017) 

• Social – the in-office feeling should be accessible through the digital workplace (video calls, 

projects teams, basic questions, etc.) (Harvard Business Review, 2014) 

• Mobility – The employees should be able to access everything trough any smart device such as 

a laptop, smartphone or a tablet (Harvard Business Review, 2014) 

 

It is important to understand and remember, a digital workplace is not a traditional intranet. 

It is a solution that exists in the cloud (Byrne, 2012). The digital workplace is hereby a 

workplace an employee may access wherever he decides to work, on any smart device. 

Everything that was possible in the office is now possible at any location, where a connection 

to the internet is possible. 

5.2 Definition 

This study will define the digital workplace as a digital office where all tools, information, and 

communication is available on any smart device (computer/laptop, tablet or smartphone). 

The digital workplace is available always at any location if the device is connected to the 

Internet. 

5.2.1 Tools/Applications 

Each task assignment is completed with some tool. These tools must be available for the 

employees always on supported devices, as some tools require great processing power. Tools 

for communication and information must be available on all smart devices. 

5.2.2 Information 

The digital workplace must be able to provide all information needed to complete the work. 

This includes documents, reports and education material. All printed information such as 

reports and books available in the actual office must be available in the digital workplace. 
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5.2.3 Communication 

In an ordinary office, the employees have the possibility of eye-to-eye conversation, common 

breaks, etc. When using the digital workplace, you still have the possibility of working in your 

office and using the mentioned perks. 

The way a digital workplace offers communication when not at the office is by providing tools 

for ordinary chat and conversations, project planning and meetings. Tools used today are 

Microsoft 365 – Teams (project planning, discussions and audio/video calls), Yammer (a 

type of social media used to ask questions and discuss work-related topics), and Slack (a 

similar tool to Teams). These are a combination of work-related tools and Social media and 

are said to be a sufficient replacement for the need for communication, both work-related 

and other topics. 
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6 FINDINGS – DIGITAL WORKPLACE IN PRACTICE 

During the study, it became clear that the market has a different view and thoughts on the 

Digital Workplace. These findings will be presented in this chapter. 

6.1 How does users describe a “Digital workplace”? 

The digital workplace is an internal system allowing for a portable workplace at the same 

time as a portable office – with all your colleagues and co-workers with you. The office 

environment is accessible on all your devises - work and communication are possible 

wherever you are according to Manager C (personal communication, 9 March 2018). 

Manager C is also sure that in the future, the digital workplace will be used between suppliers 

and customers for a more fluid business. These qualified thoughts are confirmed by her 

consultant colleague Manager D (personal communication, 9 March 2018) who thinks a 

digital workplace where there is only co-worker communication will be evolved to a more 

open workplace where communication between companies will be possible which may result 

in a higher productivity as problems may be resolved faster. Besides the productivity growth, 

learning will also gain from a multi-organization cooperation. This cooperation will mainly 

start with smaller organizations whit a smaller workforce and therefore smaller total 

knowledge. (personal communication, Manager D, 9 March 2018) 
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7 CASE STUDY 

In this chapter, a total of four case studies are presented. Three are sorted as cases where an 

organization has and/or are implementing a digital workplace and two cases where 

professionals are helping organizations with implementations of digital solutions such as the 

digital workplace. 

The three case studies, numbered A1-A3, are made on three different organizations. A 

multinational large vehicle manufacturing industry, an international Swedish University and 

finally a multinational consulting organization. 

7.1 Case A1 – A office of a multinational manufacturing industry 

A1 is a large multinational manufacturing industry offering its services and products in over 

140 countries. The organization has its roots in Sweden and that’s where this study takes 

place - a sales HQ for the EMEA region (Europe (Russia included), the Middle Each and 

Africa= located in Sweden. In the sales office at this organization, Manager A describes that 

they are currently updating their system from a workplace that could be called a semi-digital 

workplace towards a fully digital workplace. The technology they are implementing is not the 

latest and it is not implemented over a few days. A lot of hierarchical decisions are slowing 

down the implementation process, for the good and worse. (Manager A, personal 

communication, 1 March 2018) 

 

7.1.1 Planning and implementation 

Background/Reasons: 

Manager A describes that the office is currently going through an update of their system from 

a workplace that could be called a semi-digital workplace towards a fully digital workplace. 

The reason for this upgrade is, besides the pressure from within the organization and clients, 

that the amount of work and information that needs to be handled within the organization 

has increased drastically and needs to be taken care of in a structured but simple way – it’s 

not as easy as just hiring more and more. There is a need for efficiency as the market has a 
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tough competition, more personnel are not the solution when margins are important. 

(Manager A, personal communication, 1 March 2018) 

As the office is a headquarter responsible for the organization’s sales, they are customer 

oriented. Each customer/project is unique. Today, when meeting customers and discussing 

their needs, the salesman only has the possibility of noting their needs, going back to the 

office and later presenting an offer based on the input. The goal is to improve the tools this 

employee has and make it possible for him/her to have all tools with him and “build” the 

offer together with the customer at any location. (Manager A, personal communication, 1 

March 2018) 

 

Method: 

The first step is to identify where a process may be made simpler and to solve this problem. 

A1 is currently in the phase of implementing a new, updated system for managing a digital 

office – Office 365. The system is industry approved and used by a huge amount of 

organizations today. Even though it’s widely accepted, A1 still has a team going over it and 

are optimizing every function to what their organization needs and removing what is not 

needed. During the implementation process employees are educated on how the new system 

will work, what is expected and of course showing the benefits of using this new system over 

the methods used now. Manager A implies and urges the importance that employees 

understand and see the benefit of using a new method over the old or they will not embrace 

it. The method using for this complex digital change is used for every change/implementation 

within this organization. (Manager A, personal communication, 1 March 2018) 

This is how every new technology is implemented in this organization, no matter if it’s an 

internal system or a system that is shared with the customers. Planning and testing 

repeatedly are key. It is important that everything works out as intended with the greatest 

possible impact at the same time as dealing with the high-security standards within the 

organization. (Manager A, personal communication, 1 March 2018) 

7.1.2 Continuous management 

As for the management of an implemented technology, Manager A may only speak for the 

previously used technology, a partly digital workplace, and what policies and measurements 

are taken for the management to be as smooth as possible. 
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First step is as in the implementation process to educate all users and to ensure that all see 

the benefit of using the new system over the previous. This is needed for the change to be 

used as intended. 

The organization also has, what they call, a “Crisis Group” consisting of a group of employees 

going through different scenarios and training on how to manage the business if something 

like this happens. A crisis in their case is anything affecting the sales and CRM (customer 

relationship management). One example is what to do if the servers containing all their 

information stops working. This is their biggest concern and would be the only negative 

aspect of having a digital workplace according to Manager A (personal communication, 1 

March 2018). 

Health: 

Regarding the health aspect of the digital workplace at organization A1 the management is 

following the rules of some regulations and trust the employees to find a balance between 

work and free time. Manager A stresses the importance of knowing your responsibility 

working in a disciplined fashion. It is the responsibility of each employee to honor the trust 

given by the employee to work from home and to be careful of their health by talking with 

themselves, their family and their boss if any complications occur. Education and policies are 

key to helping employees know when work has “crossed the borders”.  A tip by Manager A is 

to educate the manager in charge to continuously check how employees feel and to see if they 

are mentally stressed and in that case, find a solution. (Manager A, personal communication, 

24 September 2018) 

7.2 Case A2 – A international university 

A2 is a large, international University in Sweden with a total of 15 000 students. There are 

500 teachers, 100 professors and over 200 researchers handling a total of 1000 courses. This 

means that a lot of people need a great IT infrastructure with different possibilities. 

7.2.1 Planning and implementation 

This University handles the implementation in a totally other fashion compared to case A1. 

Here, all technical tools were just updated and/or activated as the companies e-mail systems 

were updated by the provider. Office 365 was just introduced and everyone had access to all 

functions of the digital workplace, there were no restrictions or unnecessary applications 

removed or controlled. At the same time, the school updated their intranet to a solution in 

Office 365. 
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Manager B describes that this was done in a way with no planning or methods on how to 

implement the tools and possibilities to the current workplace. The result was, as expected, a 

controlled chaos. Employees used the tools that they liked while some did not understand the 

system and thereby ignored it. What this lead to is that a team has been assigned to find what 

applications are liked and that gives to the workplace and what tools are not necessary to 

have. The team has been experimenting with the different applications available in the digital 

workplace solution and are now in the works with finding out what tools should (and should 

not) be properly implemented to the different user groups (staff, researchers and students). 

Education and support for the tools are now on the way. (Manager B, personal 

communication, 5 March 2018) 

7.2.2 Continuous management 

The interviewee speaks about the team responsible for the implementation and management 

of the digital workplace and digitalization and its duties. The team is in the works with the 

development of a digitalization plan that will include every aspect of a digital workplace and 

digital work life. (Manager B, personal communication, 5 March 2018) 

To be able to support the different user groups in the university, it’s important to 

continuously map the support needs and create materiel and education based on that – 

keeping the users up to date on the different tools and possibilities. (Manager B, personal 

communication, 5 March 2018) 

Health: 

There is a psychological aspect to having a workplace always available, wherever and 

whenever. Manager B knows that for some, this may become a problem and therefore, a part 

of their “digitalization handbook” will be a policy on the digital workplace working 

environment and digital security. 

7.3 Case A3 – A office of a multinational consulting organization 

A huge multinational consulting company offering consultants and manpower to all kind of 

businesses. This interview took place in a branch office for the Mälardalen Region, Sweden, 

with its office in Västerås. The different offices around the world have digitized bit by bit and 

it is now time for this office. It started off by a relocation to newly renovated office spaces 

focusing on activity (ABW-activity based workplace). ABW are often directly associated with 

a digital workplace as you may work at any location within this office. 
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7.3.1 Planning & implementation 

Background/reasons: 

“A digital workplace gives the possibility to work and to attend meeting in a way never 

possible before. For example, you are at home with a sick child, you may join the meeting and 

say what you need and then go back to caring for the sick child.” (Manager F, personal 

communication, 6 April 2018) 

“To go for a digital workplace is to follow the evolution, all work becomes digital and 

accessible which also means that is can be structured and stored in a safe matter. There is 

also a reason of staying up to date with customers and providers.” (Manager F, personal 

communication, 6 April 2018). 

The planning started as the organization as a whole are mostly working out of office, at 

different locations and meeting customers and potential customers. The need for being 

available and having the work with them at all time – being service-minded. At the same 

time, employees work at projects located at different parts of Sweden, making it very hard to 

meet up. This will lead reduced cost and especially lead to a more effective workflow. One of 

the greatest tasks at this workplace is to be accessible, both for customers but also for their 

colleagues and team members. (Manager F, personal communication, 6 April 2018) 

Figure 6 - Reasons and goals of a Digital Workplace 
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Method: 

Implementation of the different tools in Office 365 is mostly based on team working and 

possibilities of easier communication. Manager F (personal communication, 6 April 2018) is 

part of an introduction team that is planning the implementation. 

One of the risks the interviewee (Manager F, personal communication, 6 April 2018) talks 

about is an implementation risk, how will the employees react to the new way of working and 

will they embrace the new tools and regulations. The solution for this is that the management 

is clear by giving examples of how the employees will gain by using the new tools and how the 

work will become more accessible for the teams. 

7.3.2 Continuous management 

As the office is in the works with the management the interviewee did not have many answers 

to the continuous side of the management. 

Managing day-to-day work: 

Having policies for how to handle different scenarios like spilling coffee on your workstation 

is key for the work to succeed. How will you continue your work if your main tool is not 

functioning? The project team for implementations is working around different scenarios and 

finding solutions and creating guidelines to increase the clarity and understanding. (Manager 

F, personal communication, 6 April 2018) 

As mentioned by Manager A & B, there’s a problem with having the possibility of working at 

any time at any location. One solution in this office is that employees are encouraged to have 

separate phones and if possible leaving the work phone at work to encourage rest and family 

time. There are also policies in the work at this office to control the work being done outside 

of work. At this company, the employee health and wellbeing is of utmost importance and is 

the reason Manager F started working here. 

7.4 Case B1 – Consulting companies educating organizations 

manage digital solutions and helping implement the digital 

workplace 

Two consulting companies specialized in digitalization and the implementation of digital 

solutions was interviewed to reach a higher understanding and to gain other viewpoints on 
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what was collected on the different organizations (case A1-A3). One company is specialized in 

the whole process of changing a workplace to a digital workplace, everything from the 

hardware to continuous education and supervision of the implemented technologies and that 

they are used in an intended way. The other company is specialized in the supervising and 

education of how employees use the digital solutions and at the same time supervising the 

health and mental health of a workplace now working more and more digital. Both aspects 

are important to this study. 

7.4.1 Overall discussion on the Digital Workplace 

Today, we all use digital techniques (computers, smart phones and other devices) privately, 

with different applications, way of communication (Facebook, twitter, etc.) and data easily 

available through our devices. Our private productivity curve is very steep but the 

productivity increase in organizations is limited to only a few percent per year. This means 

that a there is a gap between what is possible with today’s technologies and what 

organizations use. There is room for improvement and thereby productivity. (Manager C, 

personal communication, 9 Mars 2018; Manager E, personal communication, 15 mars, 2018) 

The digital workplace is a scalable term and is applicable to all types of organizations. 

Consultants recommend different providers of digital workplace solutions depending on the 

size and goal of the organization, but recommend it for all. Throughout this thesis there has 

been no findings of a workplace not needing a digital workplace were management are 

involved. All workers may not be needing it yet, but will probably in the future. Manager C 

(personal communication, 9 March 2018) gave an example where a TAXI driver did not need 

a digital workplace yesterday, but as UBER and other companies are having digital transport 

solutions and taking on market shares, even the ordinary TAXI driver must find a way of 

working digitally and implementing a digital workplace to stay competitive and to survive. 

7.4.2 Planning & Implementation 

The planning and implementation process are straight forward to these consultants. It is 

something they do at a day-to-day basis and methods are in place on how this is done 

(Manager C & D, personal communication, 9 March 2018). 

- Recognize the needs of the customer 

- Find and build a solution tailored for this customer 

- Educate and provide policies for the customer, or help them create policies to the new way of 

working 
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7.4.3 Continuous management 

Continues from 7.4.1 (Manager C & D, personal communication, 9 March 2018): 

- Continuous support and help during the learning process 

- (Continuous education and workshops with the employees to increase their creativity and 

productivity in this new workplace environment) 

 

As with the earlier workplaces, the new type of digital workplaces needs a method of 

supervision and continuous management through meetings and education. Manager E is 

responsible for the continuous management and education of some organizations, helping 

them get value from their investments. He speaks on how important it is for an organization 

to continuously monitor and evaluate their investments on the workplace and to see what can 

be done in another or better matter – in-house or by consulting with external actors such as 

us. 

Health: 

While manager C and D talks about the implementation and education of the implemented 

tools, Manager E (personal communication, 15 mars, 2018) clarifies the importance of the 

health and mental health aspects of the employees when changing their workplace and 

methods of working so drastically, described below. 

A digital workplace, where work may be done wherever, entails less social moments (eye-to-

eye. This is a problem for the generations used to have actual meetings, talks at the desks, etc. 

Amongst the younger generations, that have basically grown up with social media and digital 

lifestyle, a digital workplace is natural way of working and having all social communication 

going through digital technologies is just fine. The interviewees think that there should be 

some adaption to how the social interactions are completed, so all employees feel good at the 

workplace, everything should not be 100% digital, at least not until the employees are ready 

and demands it. (Manager C & Manager D, personal communication, 9 March 2018; 

Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) 

At the same time, the digital workplace gives the possibility of working at any location, at any 

time. This also means work may be done at home at your private hours. Manager E insists 

that the free time is important and that employees should never take work over their private 

time and their family. There are many cases of people suffering for overworking when they 

should have rested and spent time with their families and friends. Some organizations have 

forbidden their employees to bring home their devices from work, as a safety precaution. 

There has been an increase of work related sicknesses in Sweden, such as stress, due to the 

possibility of working over hours and being constantly connected. People need time to relax 
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and find time for the things outside of work. Another risk is that if you only work virtually, 

the co-workers cannot see you and thereby do not see that person feeling bad, the social 

security. (Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) 
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8 ANALYSIS 

This chapter is the zipper that combines and analyzes the presented theory with the empirics. 

A comparison for each case and a comparison between the A# cases with the B1 case. Finally, 

a total analysis comparing the three (A1-A3) cases presenting how the implementation and 

management of the digital workplace have affected them positively and what has been 

difficult/what negative aspects they’ve encountered during the implementation and/or 

continuous management. 

8.1 Introduction and overall discussion of similarities and 

differences 

This chapter is dedicated to creating an overall understanding on how each of the 

organizations think and reason with the implementation of a digital workplace. The following 

parts are sorted into the different stages of a implementation process and are compared 

between cases A1, A2 and A3.  

8.1.1 Why did you choose to implement a digital workplace? 

Planning consists of the whole process from choosing to invest in a change until the 

implementation starts. This is everything from doing a SWOT-analysis (Strength-Weakness-

Opportunity-Threat, an analysis of what pros and cons there are with the change and what 

possible winnings and losses there are due to the implementation of the change). 

On the other hand, preparation is the process of convincing the organization and most 

importantly, the employees, on why this change is needed and what the organization will gain 

by introducing the change. 

The interviewees all had the same, first, argument on why they have, or are implementing a 

digital workplace, and that is costs. Costs including both actual savings and savings made 

through time efficiency – less travel and unused time (work may now be done wherever 

whenever). Beside this argument, arguments of being “up-to-date” and having the 

technologies required to progress are also something all interviewed agree upon. Figure 6 

located under case A3 represents the basic reasons of implementations for all scenarios/cases 

studied. 
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The conclusion is that all organizations have the same idea of why they chose to implement a 

digital workplace. The large, international, organizations approached the implementation 

and planning with great importance while the university had a more unstructured and open-

minded approach that would never suit organizations that must mind their result and 

shareholders.  

8.1.2 The employee’s perspective and method of success 

For a chance to strike as intended employees need to see what they gain with the change. 

Some employees may see the change as unnecessary and that is not saving them any time at 

all or that it will require more work. The most important thing when planning to implement a 

change is to have the employees on your side and if the employees disagree with the change, 

try to improve by listening to their suggestions and arguments. 

The university had a special way of implementing the digital workplace, allowing their 

employees/staff to try out all the tools available. This may be both positive as the staff may 

try out and figure out the new workplace themselves but, at the same time, it may be negative 

as some may be excluded due to no education and the overall process may be slower as there 

was no education and policies offered to guide the work as with case A1 and A3. 

The conclusion is that it is always best to introduce a great change through education, 

guidelines, and policy. It may be a good start to have some random employees test the new 

way of working and thereby be engaged in the implementation and decision process 

hopefully leading to a final result with a better outcome. 

8.2 Case analysis 

In this chapter, each case is analyzed and compared to the other cases and the theoretical 

framework. Pros and cons are presented for each case in a table. 

8.2.1 Case A1 

Organization A1 has the most structured way of implementing a change, in this case the 

digital workplace. Each change that is to be implemented goes through a number of tests to 

be implemented as smoothly as possible without any problems that would affect the 

affair/business. 
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There are a lot of bureaucratic feelings at this large organization, which is accepted as much 

is on stake, but some adaption would not harm this organization especially now when the 

digital workplace has been implemented. 

Addressing the health aspects, organization A1 has a basic way of dealing with the health and 

mental health of employees and follow regulations and policies made before that has only 

been adopted partly to the digital workplace. Not enough adaptions are made towards a new 

way of working where some new health and mental health problems may appear. 

 

Figure 7 – Pros and cons case A1 

8.2.2 Case A2 

At the university, nothing in the implementation process went “by the books” or any of the 

theoretical framework mentioned in this study. Every action was just at random and the 

digital workplace was introduced with no earlier knowledge, policies or education for the 

intended users. Only at later time, the supervisor are planning a “real” implementation of the 

digital workplace with regulations, policies and education. 

The data shows that it seems as the digital workplace was implemented for the staff to try out 

and find out what tools were helping them complete their work and what tools are not 

necessary/liked. This could be a good way of getting input from employees but cannot be 

effective if all employees should try this out at the same time as they are completing their 

regular work. But, including employees are a great idea that will complete the 

implementation of any great change. 

Structured Effective

Bureaucratic Strict

A1
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Figure 8 - Pros and cons case A2 

 

8.2.3 Case A3 

The adaptable and creative organization A3 have recently implemented an ABW office and 

are now implementing a digital workplace. Employees are used to change and both 

modernization and digitization which makes the implementation process easier. But this 

does not remove the implementation process and need for planning and a thorough 

implementation. At this workplace, a team of engaged representatives for the different 

departments are active in the implementation process as a project group where all research, 

planning and decisions are made. Having an open and adaptable workforce eases the process 

of implementing a change! 

Policies are in place and employees are being trained on how to handle work stress and 

leaving work at work. 

Looking back at the theoretical framework, the implementation at organization A3 seems 

almost ideal where are steps are completed. As the digital workplace is not implemented yet, 

the continuous management could not be studied. But, as Manager F said, there are policies 

and education in place to mind the continuous management of the digital workplace. 
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Chaotic Unstructured
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Figure 9 - Pros and cons case A3 

8.2.4 Case B1 

The consulting companies make a living from helping firms digitizing and in this case 

introducing and managing a digital workplace. It would be strange if they are not using the 

most effective and tested processes to help organizations with implementation and the 

following continuous management. 

8.3 Management 

In this part, the continuous management of the digital workplace is presented, the steps 

mainly known as the last 3 steps of the 8-step model and Westerman et. al.’s last two points 

of control and management. Some interviewees already have implemented the digital 

workplace and are now continuously managing it while others are implementing it but have 

plans for the continuous management. Two interviews were conducted with experts in 

educating and helping organizations train their employees to use a digital workplace, below 

called Manager E and G. 

As the digital workplace is such a new digital tool that is yet to breakthrough in Sweden and 

Scandinavia, there is no much information of how a continuous management is conducted. 

But there are some following below. According to Manager G, the biggest challenge is not to 

implement the technology but rather to change the behavior by management and leading 

change. 
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8.3.1 Continuous management of digital changes 

One of the key factors of reaching the vision of the change is to set up smaller goals on the 

way, so called short-term wins. In this way employees, both learn to deal with the newly 

implemented change and feel like they are a part of the team. Manager G summarizes the 

success factor as participation. 

All interviewees agreed that if a change should strike as desired the organization should 

encourage a change culture, where employees are open for continuous change and ready to 

implement the next change that management suggests. In an organization where the change 

culture is deeply integrated, as in Acando, employees are dedicated and strive to have a more 

effective workplace which helps each change to be implemented in the best possible way. 

(Manager C, D, F and G, personal communication, March-May 2018) 

8.3.2 Managing with the digital workplace 

To keep a change up to date, it is important to have tools and measures to see what works and 

what needs to be changed. Continuous follow-ups and fine-tuning is important, even if the 

change has already been widely accepted and incorporated. (Manager C, personal 

communication, 9 March 2018) 

The management of the digital workplace is a complex matter. During the interviews, 

different management complications were found and will presented by both technological 

aspects and physical, individual factors. 

Technical factors: 

Management of applications. There are currently a wide range of applications within the 

digital workplace solutions. Many applications may be used to reach the same result. This 

creates a management issue, where some apps need to be replaced and some removed. 

Continuous research is needed to have a up to date digital workplace. Old applications may 

mean a loss in possible productivity and efficiency. According to Manager B at MU (personal 

communication, 5 March 2018), the organization has a group, much like the guiding coalition 

in the 8-step model, that finds, assesses and sorts new applications and other technologies 

connected to the digital workplace. 

As many of the employees are from younger generations, adaption to new systems is easy. 

But there are generations that are not as used to change and technology as the younger 

generations. A lot of education, and sometimes persuasion of the urge and need for 

technological change, is needed and the managers must see who needs the extra attention. 

Technology is the future with a lot of positive consequences, but it may be hard to learn to use 
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it so that productivity does not suffer. (Manager F, personal communication, 6 April 2018; 

Manager A, personal communication, 1 March 2018; Manager C, personal communication, 9 

March 2018; Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) 

Physical factors: 

A digital workplace, where work may be done wherever, also entails less social moments 

(eye-to-eye. This is a problem for the generations used to have actual meetings, talks at the 

desks, etc. Amongst the younger generations, that have basically grown up with social 

media and digital lifestyle, a digital workplace is natural way of working and having all 

social communication going through digital technologies is just fine. The interviewees think 

that there should be some adaption to how the social interactions are completed, so all 

employees feel good at the workplace, everything should not be 100% digital, at least not 

until the employees are ready and demands it. (Manager C & Manager D, personal 

communication, 9 March 2018; Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) 

Research (Kramer, 2017) shows that in a digital environment, that most organizations are 

becoming with the digital workplace, communication is more important than ever. Having a 

way of efficiently communicating in the workplace is key for success in the future. This is also 

called enterprise collaboration platforms and some examples are Slack, Microsoft 365 Teams 

and Cisco Spark. (Manager B, personal communication, 5 March 2018; Manager C, personal 

communication, 9 March 2018) 

The digital workplace gives the possibility of working at any location, at any time. This also 

means work may be done at home at your private hours. Manager E insists that the free 

time is important and that employees should never take work over their private time and 

their family. There are many cases of people suffering for overworking when they should 

have rested and spent time with their families and friends. Some organizations have 

forbidden their employees to bring home their devices from work, as a safety precaution. 

There has been an increase of work related sicknesses in Sweden, such as stress, due to the 

possibility of working over hours and being constantly connected. People need time to relax 

and find time for the things outside of work. Another risk is that if you only work virtually, 

the co-workers cannot see you and thereby do not see that person feeling bad, the social 

security. (Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) 

But, besides that forbidding employees to bring their work home, some solutions to manage 

the social and psychic wellness are in place. Manager F (personal communication, 6 April 

2018) speaks of policies and regular check-ups to ensure the wellbeing of the employees. 

Some can work more while some think that they can, but cannot. Also, there needs to be a 

controlled barrier between work and private time (Manager F, personal communication, 6 
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April 2018). Manager C (personal communication, 9 March 2018) and Manager E (personal 

communication, 15 March 2018) who both work in consultancy firms, speaks about education 

and information, that it is important to educate both the staff and management on how to 

use, and how to prevent psychical problems. 

Work analysis: 

With the digital workplace implemented, there are a lot of great tools that follows. Some may 

seem intrusive so there should be specific rules and policies in place so employees do not feel 

vulnerable. But these tools may also be used for good. Meetings, emails and other time 

consuming tasks may be analyzed and used to improve effectivity and productivity. (Manager 

G, personal communication, 30 May 2018) 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

The study shows a great interest in digital transformation with both management and 

employees. Every organizations stands in front of some kind of digital transformation. But, to 

reach the vision, a lot of planning, decision-making and patience is required. In this study, it 

has been found in what way different types of organizations has implemented/is 

implementing a digital workplace. There are also thoughts and important tips from industry 

leading consultants and expert within implementation and management of digital 

workplaces. To succeed with the implementation and continuous management of a digital 

workplace, this study shows the following based on a few case studies at some organizations: 

It is found out that management of the digital workplace is very different from traditional 

management. The results also shows that the management of the implementation of a digital 

workplace differs from the Leading Digital report by Westerman et al. (2014) even though 

this report bring a digital factor to the 8-step model. Theories on leading change and digital 

change are found to be may be used as guidelines with some restrictions and variations. This 

is both for the implementation process and for the continuous management. It also shows 

that all digital changes are not completed in the same fashion, but follows the same structure 

with the same final goal. 

From the theoretical models, two points are critical for the implementation of a digital 

change: Having a project team, guiding coalition, and secondly, involving employees in the 

change. This is a huge change, affecting every employee, both management and simple 

employees, so their input, thought and suggestions is important for the greatest possible 

impact and transition. Organizations should strive for a change culture where change is 

accepted and employees are welcome to discuss and present ideas on planned change or new 

change ideas. This opens for a change that will be implemented and adapted perfectly for the 

workplace. If there are no input from the ones that will use a digital workplace, the 

implementation cannot strike as well as when employees are a part of the implementation 

process. 

Going over to the second part, the continuous management, that is partly answered due to 

lack of data on the relative new change. However, some striking results were found that will 

help any organization with the management of the digital workplace. 
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As you now work digitally on any location, social moments where you meet your colleagues 

decreases a lot. This means countermeasures are needed and the solutions are so called 

“Enterprise Social Networks” or “Enterprise Collaboration Platforms” where both project 

group communication and enterprise communication is possible and encouraged. These 

platforms encourage work discussions as well as social discussion and encourages employees 

to cooperate with other employees to answer questions and help with solving problems. The 

management of the social interactions is important for everyone’s wellbeing. Some, often of 

older generations, employees have the need of real-life interactions, so adaption between 

digital and real-life interactions is important, for now – this may change when younger 

generations becomes the new workforce. 

Another important result collected is the importance of rules and policies dictating where and 

how much to work. Studies (Manager E, personal communication, 15 March 2018) show that 

more and more people is overworking which often leads to psychical sickness. People work at 

home when they should really use the time to relax, spend time with their families, etc. It is 

important for the employer and managers that their employees work, but not too much. This 

may be regulated with policies but needs to be controlled with regular meetings and 

communication to ensure all employees wellness. Some may work more than others without 

falling ill, but it is important to know how each individual employee is tolerating the work 

pressure. Some organizations, and countries has forbidden bringing home work devices after 

work. 

Besides the employees and psychosocial aspects, there are the technological aspects. As you 

now work in a digital environment controlled by different technologies, it is important to 

always be up to date with software and hardware, when not doing so may result in employee 

dissatisfaction and loss in efficiency development – loss of profit and potentially market 

shares. 
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10 DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION 

A discussion of how the work was completed and why the results are what they are. There are 

always moments that could have been done better or in another way for an even better final 

product. 

The empirics shows that the management of a digital change differs from managing another 

organizational change, but that there are many similarities and that the theoretical 

framework has presented, as the 8-step process and Westerman et. al.’s process of managing 

digital change. 

10.1 Managing the implementation of a Digital Workplace into an 

existing organization 

Approaching the first research question was straight ahead, gathering information of how 

different organization implemented/is implementing the digital workplace. 

Comparing the theoretical framework, for leading change, with the findings of this study 

shows interesting results. Digital change is much like any other change and is implemented 

and introduced in the same way. But some steps differ and are handled different by different 

organizations. You would believe an implementation of change would be structured and 

standardized - following some change model today, but it seems organizations are still 

implementing changes randomly, trying out new ways or sticking to the old-fashioned ways 

of implementing changes. This with different results. Young and open minded organizations 

are implementing new, digital, changes at a pace huge, hierarchical organizations would 

never dream of. This creates great opportunities, at a risk. From what have been read and 

heard on the interviews, the risk-reward ratio seems to be plausible for these open-minded 

organizations as it creates a competitive advantage. 

As written in the description of the 8-step model, it is a very credible and trustworthy as it 

has been reviewed and accepted by several studies and has also won several prices. It has also 

been renewed a few years ago, which makes it even more suitable for today’s management of 

change. These credits make the model a good foundation to compare other techniques of 

implementing a change, together with the additions made by Westerman et. al. (2014). 
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The theories describe that organizations should strive for a pro-change culture, where change 

is accepted and welcomed with open arms by both employees and management. To reach 

this, previous implementations must be conducted perfectly. This is the case in Adecco where 

the employees now are open for change and the culture within the organization is open for 

improvement. Manager G also describes the change cultures in organizations as a must for a 

successful implementation. 

The studies are also showing that some organizations are still conservative in their way of 

managing and implementing change with the loss of final productivity and effectiveness that 

other organizations gain with the same implementation. In these conservative organizations, 

every change and idea must go through different instances multiple times before it may be 

implemented. And when implemented, it does not strike with the same force as employees 

have not been a part of the change the way they are in the modern organizations studied. This 

way of implementing changes are safe, but takes a very long time that may result in losses 

due to missed development of competitive factors. 

And finally, the study had the opportunity to interview a manager in an organization that 

used a very odd way of implementing a change, Mälardalens University. This organization 

just implemented the technologies for the digital workplace but did not offer any education or 

guidelines, but rather let the employees explore and find the tools they liked, and then 

removed the tools and applications that were not used. This may be a very smart way of 

implementing this type of change, but the change is yet not finalized. 

Overall, the question was answered in a satisfactory matter, finding both similarities and 

differences in the implementation of the digital workplace. 

10.2 How could organizations continuously manage a digital 

workplace? 

When comparing the young and highly adaptable organizations with a huge, old fashioned, 

hierarchical organization Volvo, there are many differences in the way the implementation is 

completed. This organization has a team that develops the solution that is then tested and 

approved by top management. Other employees do not see anything of the process until it is 

implemented and they are educated in how to use it. And this is the same method with every 

digital change. Having this way of working simplifies the continuous management but 

employees are not as involved which decreases the possible effectiveness of the changes. 

(Manager A, personal communication, 1 March 2018) 
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To answer the second question, data on the continuous management of the digital workplace 

was needed. As the digital workplace is relative new occurrence, there is not much data to 

collect, especially in Sweden. This made it hard at first, and knowing what I know now, I 

would have tried to collect the data to answer this question in another matter, that would be 

very time consuming. But enough data was collected, that will help organizations with their 

continuous management by reading this study. 

The findings show that the management of a digital workplace is different from a regular 

workplace. Management is focused on education and employee wellness, as a digital 

workplace is not what a “schoolbook workplace” is, and employees may have a hard time 

adapting to the digital and open way of working. Yes, there are education and employee 

wellness issues in any workplace, but the role and management of the digital workplace 

differs a lot, and it is important to have the understanding upfront and prevent possible, 

future, problems. Manager D mentions that regulations and regular check-ups of the 

employee wellness is a key factor of a digital workplace to survive. To ensure the wellbeing of 

all, Manager E states that policies if not rules should be set up so that no employee overwork 

themselves. 

Another big topic in the management of digital workplaces are the millennials. Old values 

and thoughts are no longer relevant, but new values are appearing such as flexibility and say 

in decisions that employees find in their interest – making the management even tougher. A 

simplification for the management is to strive to have a change culture in the organization, 

where change is accepted and employees are involved in driving changes. 
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11 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK  

A thorough examination on the current market of digital workplace. How many organizations 

have it, how many are implementing it right now and how many are still waiting. A study 

about this would show, yet again, who wins and who loses on the digital advancements. The 

early implementers or the late implementers. As written, many studies show that 

organizations that do not follow the digital trends are falling behind in the competitiveness 

and may seize to exist if to late follow the market trends (Bonic, 2017) 

The importance of correct management in the digital world is striking. A study on how a few 

organizations manage their digital workplaces, in depth, where both observations and 

interviews are made about all key factors of a digital workplace such as: security, employee 

wellness, communication internally and externally, etc. Comparing a few types of 

organizations where both good and less good management is addressed. This would present 

the full picture of how to manage a digital workplace and help more succeed. 

A deeper comparison between the commercial push on digitizing and the actual benefits, or 

losses, of digitizing and changing your organizations systems to a digital workplace. 

A comparison between the different providers of a digital solution/workplace and what 

benefits there are with choosing one over the other. 

A study where observation is key. Observe the implementation of a digital change, e.g. the 

digital workplace, and later observing the continuous management of the digital change. 

Documenting how management acts and how a process of digital change is conducted. This 

can be done with the 8-step model by Kotter, comparing the findings with the overall way of 

managing a change. 
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